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. . . . . . . .
Introduction

Located in the heart of the Danube 
Delta biosphere reserve, Caraorman is 
part of the Crişan commune and is the 

only village on the marine sandbank of the 
same name. Remote and isolated, the village 

of Caraorman has the unique advantage 
of a massive land area and the proximity 
of the Caraorman forest. However, the 
locals’ access to natural resources (land, 
water, forest etc.) is limited by the laws and 
regulations that govern the Danube Delta 
Biosphere Reserve. Nonetheless, locals 
manage to keep active traditional local 
practices related to animal husbandry and 

Hay Days in the “Black Forest”1 – Field Notes and 
Photographs from Caraorman, the Danube Delta

ABSTRACT

In this essay I will provide an account of haymaking and animal husbandry 
practices in a post-socialist village from the Romanian Danube Delta Biosphere 
Reserve. The paper is based on ethnographic fieldwork conducted in the summer 
and autumn of 2011 in the village of Caraorman. Photographs presented in this 
paper were taken by the author in the same year, using different cameras2. They 
are situated representational fragments of a quotidian that I participated in, which 
have emerged from my engagement with the site. 
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1) Local legend 
suggests that the 
name of the village 
was given by the 
Ottoman Turks and 
it means ‘the black 
forest’ (karaorman). 
It is a pun related 
with the fact that 
the Danube River 
headsprings are 
locate in the Black 
Forest Mountains from 
Germany. 

2) Agfa 500-D digital 
camera and Pentax 
Espio 115 M on film. 

Map 1 and 2. (Left) Romanian counties and, in the red square, the Danube Delta Area. (Right) The Ukrainian part (red) and the Romanian (yellow) part of the Danube 
Delta (Source: Wikipedia.ro, © Public domain, Author: Spiridon Manoliu).

Map 1 Map 2
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!shing, despite the fast depopulation that 
has been going on over the last two decades. 

During the communist era, alongside 
industrial development and nature 
landscaping, experimental farming and 
breeding were introduced to Caraorman 
with a view to improving breeds of cattle 
and sheep and enhancing their productivity 
in this harsh, marshy environment. For this 
purpose, a complex experimental farming 
centre was built not far from the village. 
A"er 1989, as elsewhere in Romania, the 
project fell apart, some of the animals 
being redistributed to people or abandoned. 
Nowadays, animal husbandry is practiced 
on a household scale; and, despite the 
fact that there is an active association of 
breeders, communal livestock management 
is absent. 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
!"#$%&#'()$*"#$+,-&*&,.

Shortly a"er my second stay in 
Caraorman, in late summer 2011, the last hay 
season started. For those involved in animal 
husbandry, some of the practices receded 
into the background as the top priority was 
haymaking – mowing, drying, gathering, 
and storing hay. As I was living with my 
interlocutors – in a household of three – and 
I was following my main interlocutor all day 
long, the agreement between us was that I 
was going to help with whatever tasks they 
had or might arise and that I could handle. 
As a result, I did di#erent kinds of farm 

work ranging from simple tasks, such as 
feeding animals, crushing maize and other 
grain for chickens and getting water from 
the fountain, to complex and tough tasks, 
such as cleaning up the fountain, catching, 
taming and delivering semi-wild horses, 
medicating animals, gardening, !xing the 
gig (carriage) and so on. 

Even though I was not one of the locals, 
our agreement led to my inclusion in the 
local system of work exchange. In short, if 
one person provides a day’s work to another 
person, the latter must pay back the day 
sometime in the near future, generally when 
needed, or else s/he should hire and pay a 
third party in order to pay o# the work day 
owed. $e requirement is for time to be paid 
back with the equivalent amount of time. 
During my !eldwork I accumulated many 
“hay days” and I took part in di#erent tasks 
at various stages of haymaking, including 
paid and unpaid [as per mutual agreement] 
labour exchange days.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
!"#$+/01*&1#$,%$0.&20'$"3-40.(/5

Given the natural inquisitiveness of 
the !eldworker, as early as my very !rst 
days, I became involved in gathering the 
already dried hay and mowing. Although I 
am acquainted with farm work – as I grew 
up in the countryside – and I am skilful 
at gathering hay, it took me a while to 
understand the locals’ techniques and their 
animal husbandry practices. 

!"#$%&'()*)+,-)./)0,$'&",1)$2')3"44+1'5)+6)78'9$6):;)<+$'&)=)$2')',-)>9)$2')#2+,,'4?)$2'):+(",?)+,-)$2')+:+,->,'-):4>#@()>9)94+$(?):%"4$)%A)9>&)$2')A'>A4')<2>)<'&')(%AB
A>('-)$>)<>&@)+$)$2')(+,-)9+#$>&;C):6)7D"12$6):;)1&>%,-)79&>E)F&"G+,)3"44+1'6/)
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In general, locals perceive animal 
husbandry as being very demanding and, at 
the same time, a source of their economic 
self-reliance. Firstly, the Danube Delta’s 
general situation is one of fast depopulation, 
poverty, social insecurity and lack of jobs. 
!is is also the case for Caraorman village. 
Secondly, even if "shing is still considered 
the traditional occupation, nowadays it 
is an unreliable source of income, mainly 
because not everyone is allowed or able 
to "sh and "shers cannot pool resources 
(for a general discussion regarding the 
comparison between farmers and "shers, 

see Byron 2005: 79). !irdly, animal 
husbandry (mainly cattle and sometimes 
horses) represents an important source of 
self-reliance because it implies ownership of 
an ever increasing resource and, implicitly, 
no longer being dependent on "shing, social 
support, mutual helps and so forth. It is also 
a solution for the scarcity generated by the 
isolation, especially in winter time. Last but 
not least, livestock can be easily converted 
into money – especially the beef cattle 
livestock. 

Animal husbandry is perceived as 
demanding because the livestock require 

!"#$%&'()*)+,-)./)01'2$3)4"'5)62)$7')8"99+:')#',$&'/)0;":7$3)1"8'($6#<)=)#+$$9'>):&+?",:)+$)9"@'&$A/)4"'5()2&6B)+,)+@+,-6,'-)@96#<)62)29+$(/)
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daily tending – be they dairy cows, calf and 
meat livestock, or horses. Approximately less 
than one quarter of the village households 
have at least one and up to four dairy cows 
whose milk is used for the needs of the 
household. Generally, they are kept at home 
all year long and are grazing near the village 
during the daylight. However, dairy cows are 
crossbreeds adapted to local environment 
and they produce small quantities of milk 
(an estimated average of three litres per day). 
Because of the mosquitoes, gad!ies and the 
poor grass, they can only be milked once a 
day – usually, very early in the morning. 

Now, the locals generally gather the 
grass that grows spontaneously on the 

surrounding "elds (up to 15-20 kilometres 
on sandy roads through marshes and 
swampland) and only in very few cases they 
grow it near their households. Because of 
the high salinity of the soils – being alluvial 
soils, they are underdeveloped, so the 
uncultivated grass is mixed up with plants 

that lack any nutrition value, i.e. very poor 
quality grass. Despite the high diversity and 
unique complexity of the landscapes, from 
saline sandbank vegetation to pastures, 
luxurious forests, watermeadow !ora etc., 
the grass is mainly composed of varieties of 
Pucinellia – alkali or saline grass, Festuca, 
Elymus, Hordeum, Bromus etc. mixed with 
varieties of rush, bulrush, hard rush and 
reeds – from the genus Scirpus, Juncus, 
Phragmites, Typha etc. and medicinal plants 
(see more details in Erika Schneider’s 2015 
work). Consequently, there is a lot of work 
to mow, gather, transport, and store huge 
amounts of hay.

For the locals who raise meat livestock, 

this leads to the year being divided in two 
speci"c seasons: winter season – when 
the animals are kept at home, or in byres 
inside the village, and fed with hay; and the 
summer season – when animals are le# to 
graze freely. It is important to say that this 
seasonality is an archaic practice based 

!"#$%&'()**)+,-)*./)0+"&1)#23()+,-)+)12%,4)5%66)4&+7",4)8&''/)

!"#$%&'()9)+,-)*:/);23)51&'()82&)($+56",4)+,"<+6()-%&",4)$=')3",$'&)$"<'/
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on household economic reasons, namely 
to overcome and to cope with various 
social and economic insecurities. At the 
same time, it seems to be based on a deep 
knowledge of land and the environment. In 
addition to the bene!ts, there are numerous 
costs and risks associated with animals’ free 
grazing. 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
!"#$%&'($%)#$*&($%+(,-.(.%/)01%#.%,

Besides the wild fauna, the Danube 
Delta landscapes include domesticated 
and feral3 animals4, which are sharing 
a territory and grazing in the !elds, 
grasslands and marshes. "e custom 
is that local farmers involved in cattle 
husbandry can also take care of feral 

!"#$%&'()*+,)*-,)*.)/01)*23)45/1"06)$7')(8/99)7/:($/#;()"0$5)$7')$&/#$5&)$&/"9'&3)<=>5)?5&;(@)$'#70"A%')?5&)95/1"06)$7')$'8B5&/&:)7/:($/#;)"0$5)$&/"9'&3)
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horses, but this is not a condition per se. 
In recent year, cars, ATVs and mobile 
phones – along with community mutual 
support – has successfully substituted 
the need for horses in managing the 
cattle livestock. To have a horse or a 
donkey at home is a common thing, but 
to take care of feral horses is far more 
complex and far less common. Feral 
horse tamers are exceptional in the 
Danube Delta region and few of them 
are locals from Caraorman. My main 
interlocutor and host, for example, is the 

second generation of feral horse tamers 
in his family. 

Sometimes, domesticated and feral 
animals live together, in terms of 
grouping, re-grouping, and, last but not 
least, breeding. Grouping is considered 
a good opportunity to enrich the quasi-
free livestock that will be captured 
again and, maybe, tamed or kept for a 
while. But there is no guarantee that 
the animals will not split into di!erent 
ever smaller herds until nothing is 
le" of the once big herd. Breeding is 
generally a matter of fortuity and only 
in very rare cases cattle are caught in 
order to be arti#cially inseminated. For 
example, horses are never caught to be 
inseminated, they breed freely. $is 
is done purposefully, being just one 
of the risks the locals take when they 
allow animals to graze and live freely 
on the sandbank and in the marshes. 
Sometimes there is the additional risk of 

not being able to get back and/ or make 
use of the animals they allegedly own. 

Situations generated by animals 
grazing freely are causes for con%ict, 
being associated with the negative 
impact on the local natural environment 
and on the locals’ garden plots and/ 
or pastures. In 2011, DDBRA issued 
an o&cial report on the situation of 
abandoned (feral) horses, extensively 
covered by the media. $e report 
contains a general description of what 
makes possible the practice of animals 

free grazing, and the policies needed for 
a better control of the animals and the 
grazed pastures. Firstly, despite the fact 
that each Danube Delta commune owns 
a commons, in most of the cases these 
pastures are not fenced or maintained 
in any way, being subject to degradation 
and periodical %oods. Animals do graze 
them, but they also graze other lands 
from the nature reserve. Secondly, 
cattle and especially horses enter the 
forest, with severe consequences in 
the terms of the “natural” and pristine 
state of the forest. Similarly to Letea, 
the Caraorman forest has been fenced 
with wire and barbed wire to prevent 
free domesticated or feral animals from 
getting in; and the fence is maintained 
by the reserve administration with the 
support of the local administration and 
of the locals. 

However, every now and then the 
animals manage to force the fence, 

!"#$%&'()*+),-.)/01)2-34,."-5)$6')6,7)8&49)$6')$&,"3'&),-.).':4("$"-5)"$)4%$(".'),(),)6%5')6,7($,#;1)
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entering the forest and causing damage 
to strictly protected wild !ora and fauna. 
Animals sometimes break the fences 
of private garden plots and pastures, 
causing damage. 

But domesticated and feral animals 
are not the only ones to be grazing – 
there are also wild animals grazing, 
such as roe deer – Capreolus capreolus, 
fallow deer – Dama Dama and wild 
boar – Sus scrofa (see Meissner 2006). It 
is largely accepted among ecologists and 
supporters of rewilding that, if the herds 
are monitored to prevent overgrazing, 
at least cattle livestock free grazing has 
multiple bene"ts for the environment, 
from carrying seeds to local fertilisation, 
opening channels by swimming to 
contributing to enrich vegetation by 
opening reed beds and so forth (see also 
Meissner 2006: 21).  

While this practice of animal 
husbandry may be best known as a 
post-socialist practice, a consequence 
of the de-collectivisation of production, 
its roots go deeper to earlier times, 
being considered archaic and a good 
adaptation to and a suitable use of the 
harsh environment of the Danube Delta. 

To conclude, the Danube Delta 
is not suited for raising thousands 
of animals for commercial aims. 
Extended animal husbandry – whether 
intensive or extensive – can cause 
signi"cant environmental, ecologic and 
economic damage, if not regulated. 
At the same time, it is a commonplace 
that the practice of free grazing is an 
underpinning element of the uniquely 
special natural and cultural landscape 
of the Danube Delta.
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